**MY FAVORITE GLASS ANIMAL**

**DIRECTIONS:**
When you get home find some art supplies and **DRAW** a picture of your favorite animal and how you think it would look if it were made of glass.

1. What do you like about this animal? __________________________

2. What color is your glass animal? __________________________

3. Would your glass animal be used as a vase, to drink from, or is it just decorative?

**Animal Detective’s Challenge**
Find “The Rise of Venetian Glassmaking” main case. Go behind the main case to the back of the gallery. Find the dark case on the left and push the red button. When the light comes on, what do you see? How many animals can you find?
Animals have always been an important part of art. Even before humans painted pictures of people, they decorated cave walls with deer, horses, and buffalo.

**GLASS SHAPED LIKE ANIMALS**

**DIRECTIONS:**
Did you know glass can be shaped like animals? As you walk through the galleries can you find these animals? Look closely, you may see some of these animals more than once!

- deer
- cow
- bird
- horse
- fish
- lizard
- dog
- lion
- snake